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Education Politics And Religion Reconciling
The regression of education’s primary purpose and role in society is central to our decline and downhill spiral over the last four decades despite spending hundreds of billions of state and ...
Mediocrity, politics and the primary purpose of education
A deal on a $1 trillion infrastructure bill helped push stocks to all-time highs Thursday, here's what investors need to know.
Infrastructure and the stock market — here’s what the $1 trillion deal means
Politics is often injected with a religious fervor, a winner-take-all attitude. But religion also has a different function: community building.
A different view of religion and politics
"Education is increasingly drawn into the current partisan conflict. By seeking to influence teaching about race or religion, the parties may be as concerned about attracting voter support as the ...
Race theory, religious school funding are now major education battlegrounds
Final passage of a sweeping budget reconciliation package to enact President Joe Biden’s fiscal policy agenda on infrastructure, child care, education and more likely won’t occur until sometime this ...
Huge budget reconciliation package may not move until fall
Cardinal Pietro Parolin, the Vatican's top diplomat, said on Sunday that the “contradiction between faith and life is one of the most serious scandals that Christians can give to the world.” ...
Vatican’s top diplomat urges unity, reconciliation during trip to Mexico
Michael Welker, University of Heidelberg 'Church, State, and Family: Reconciling Traditional ... Jordan, Journal of Law and Religion 'John Witte offers a masterful overview of the history of religious ...
Reconciling Traditional Teachings and Modern Liberties
Civic education has emerged as a major front ... economic, legal, political, philosophical, and religious questions, and on equipping students to think for themselves. Such study -- concentrating ...
The Civic-Education Battles
He urged Canadian political and Catholic religious leaders to "cooperate with determination" to shed light on the finding and to seek reconciliation and healing. Like us on Facebook to see similar ...
Pope calls for reconciliation, healing over residential school discovery
Kirk argued he and the millions of others who still hold religion in a high place in their life are already regularly freed from the guilt that drives much of politics because Reconciliation does ...
Charlie Kirk: 'Guilt is the driver of our politics' since we 'removed the mechanics of Christianity'
Around 100,000 LGBTQ US students study at religious institutions that can legally discriminate against them. A lawsuit seeks to end that religious exemption but faces an uphill struggle.
What is the religious exemption to Title IX and what’s at stake in LGBTQ students’ legal challenge
Francis urged Canadian political and Catholic religious leaders to "cooperate with determination" to shed light on the finding and to seek reconciliation and healing. Francis said he felt close to ...
Pope Says Canada School Discovery Painful, but Stops Short of Apology
Religious liberty questions — often viewed through a partisan lens — are the focus of a new law clinic at UT, threatening to raise tensions on campus.
University of Texas Law and Religion Clinic emerges as new legal battleground
While a religious constituency largely embraced the commission's religious-redemptive language of reconciliation ... Wilson offers us engaging chapters of the TRC's political life, the way in which it ...
The Politics of Truth and Reconciliation in South Africa
The recovery of Watson's thought is particularly valuable. Sibley shows that Watson, an internationally respected philosopher in the early twentieth ...
Northern Spirits: John Watson, George Grant, and Charles Taylor - Appropriations of Hegelian Political Thought
The conflict demands innovative ideas and practices that go beyond social, financial, and political interests. Reconciliation ... or his religion. People must learn to hate, and if they can ...
A Call for Reconciliation in the Midst of Israel’s Palestine Conflict
"It is certainly good news for the Country even if, of course, it does not guarantee automatic reconciliation ... despite political and even religious differences, that a solid and strong ...
Cote d'Ivoire: Laurent Gbagbo's Return to His Homeland - an Important Step Towards Reconciliation
Pope Francis today expressed his “pain” at the shocking news coming from Canada of the discovery of the remains of 215 children who were students in the Kamloops Indian Residential School in ...
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